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Chimeric antigen receptor T cell (CAR-T) therapy has been
shown to be an effective strategy for combatting non-solid tu-
mors; however, CAR-T therapy is still a challenge for solid tu-
mors, such as glioblastoma. To improve CAR-T therapy for
glioblastoma, a new TanCAR, comprising the tandem arrange-
ment of IL13 (4MS) and EphA2 scFv, was generated and vali-
dated in vitro and in vivo. In vitro, the novel TanCAR-redir-
ected T cells killed glioblastoma tumor cells by recognizing
either IL-13 receptor a2 (IL13Ra2) or EphA2 alone or together
upon simultaneous encounter of both targets, but did not kill
normal cells bearing only the IL13Ra1/IL4Ra receptor. As
further proof of principle, the novel TanCAR was tested in a
subcutaneous glioma xenograft mouse model. The results indi-
cated that the novel TanCAR-redirected T cells produced
greater glioma tumor regression than single CAR-T cells.
Thus, the novel TanCAR-redirected T cells kill gliomas more
efficiently and selectively than a single IL13 CAR or EphA2
scFv CAR, with the potential for preventing antigen escape
and reduced off-target cytotoxicity.

INTRODUCTION
Glioblastoma, a grade IV tumor, is the most common type of pri-
mary brain tumor. Despite intensive conventional treatments,
including surgery, radiation, and chemotherapy, the average survival
time is no longer than 14 months. The most common reason for the
short survival time is tumor recurrence after conventional treatment
owing to incomplete removal of the tumor and infiltrating tumor
cells.1,2 Therefore, new therapies are needed to treat glioblastoma
and to improve the survival and quality of life of glioblastoma
patients.

Over the last few years, chimeric antigen receptor T cell (CAR-T
cell) therapy has emerged as a promising cancer treatment, with
approval from the US Food and Drug Administration as an inves-
tigational therapy for B-cell malignancies.3 Yet, the success rates of
CAR-T cell therapies for solid tumors, especially glioblastoma, are
much lower than those for B-cell malignancies owing to various
challenges; these challenges are actively being addressed to make
CAR-T cell therapy successful against solid tumors.3 CAR-T cell
therapy for glioblastoma is based on several antigens, including
interleukin 13 receptor a2 (IL13Ra2),4 human epidermal growth
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factor receptor 2 (HER2),5 epidermal growth factor variant III
(EGFRvIII),6 and erythropoietin-producing hepatocellular carci-
noma A2 (EphA2).7 Of these, IL13Ra2 is the most suitable target
for glioblastoma, as it is overexpressed in approximately 50%–80%
of gliomas, while its expression is undetectable in the normal
brain.8,9 Moreover, IL13Ra2 is a decoy receptor for IL13 in glioma
cells because its binding affinity for IL13 is higher than that for the
ubiquitously expressed IL13Ra1.10 However, in normal cells, IL13
can bind to the shared and physiologically abundant IL13Ra1/
IL4Ra.11,12 Studies have shown that a single substitution at E13K
or E13Y in the a-helix and at K105R or R109K in the D-helix of
IL13 enhances its selectivity for recognizing IL13Ra2.13–15 Although
IL13 with substitutions at both E13K and R109K has been reported
to further improve the selectivity for recognizing IL13Ra2,4 IL13
with E13K and R109K mutations still retains its ability to recognize
IL13Ra1.4,16 Interestingly, a few studies have shown that substitu-
tions at R66D and S69D in the C-helix of IL13 allowed IL13 to
retain its selectivity for recognizing IL13Ra2, but not for shared
IL13Ra1/IL4Ra.17,18 Thus, to further improve the specificity and ac-
tivity of IL13, a novel IL13 CAR is needed. EphA2 is overexpressed
in glioblastoma,19,20 is not associated with the development of anti-
gen loss variants like EGFRvIII,7 and is suggested to be a safe target
for CAR therapy. Therefore, EphA2 is another suitable target for
glioblastoma therapy.

Conventional CAR-T cell therapy may be less effective against solid
tumors such as glioblastoma owing to tumor antigen heterogeneity
and tumor antigen escape. A tandem CAR (TanCAR) is a CAR
that is bispecific toward both antigens, with a single exodomain
that distinctly recognizes each target molecule; TanCAR function
can be enhanced when both target antigens are encountered simulta-
neously.21 A TanCAR consisting of IL13 (E13K.R109K) and a HER2
single chain variable fragment (scFv) toward both IL13Ra2 and
HER2 has been used in glioblastoma therapy to overcome tumor
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Figure 1. Functional characterization of the novel IL13 CAR in Jurkat T cells

(A) Illustration of a cell-based luciferase reporter system for analyzing the biological

activity of IL13 CAR.When a CAR expressed on the surface of Jurkat T cells (named

the effector cell) carrying a luciferase reporter driven by an NFAT-response element

was activated by its partner molecule present on the target cell, the luciferase

expression level increased. (B) The biological activity assay of different CARs with

U87 or THP-1 target cells using a cell-based luciferase reporter system. (C) The

biological activity assay of different CARs with IL13Ra2-or IL13Ra1-engineered
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antigen heterogeneity and antigen escape.22 However, IL13
(E13K.R109K)- and HER2 scFv-based CAR-T cells can harm normal
cells by off-target recognition of IL13Ra1 and HER2, which are also
expressed in normal cells.22,23 Thus, a novel TanCAR needs to be
explored for glioblastoma therapy.

We developed a novel IL13 (E13K.R66D.S69D.R109K)-EphA2 scFv-
TanCAR targeting IL13Ra2 and EphA2, then validated its specificity
and activity in vitro and in vivo. The results showed that the novel
TanCAR has improved specificity and selectivity for IL13Ra2 and
efficiently induced tumor regression, thus offering a new glioblastoma
therapy strategy.

RESULTS
Construction of a novel IL13 (4MS) CAR and the assay of its

activity using a cell-based luciferase reporter system in vitro

To improve the selectivity of IL13 for IL13Ra2 and to greatly
decrease its binding activity with IL13Ra1, a novel mutated IL13,
named IL13 (4MS) with four amino acid mutations, was created
by putting E13K, R66D, S69D, and R109K substitutions together
in IL13—a strategy based on findings from previous studies.4,13–16

Then, the novel IL13 (4MS) CAR was constructed based on the
novel IL13 mutant.

To evaluate the specificity and activity of the novel IL13 (4MS) CAR, a
luciferase reporter-based system in Jurkat cells was established based
on CAR activation (Figure 1A). The system includes two main com-
ponents: (1) effector cells, Jurkat T cells which carry a nuclear factor
of activated T cell (NFAT)-driven luciferase reporter and a CAR, and
(2) target cells that carry a molecule interacting with the CAR. When
the CAR on the surface of the Jurkat cells was activated by its partner,
the luciferase activity in the Jurkat cells increased (Figure 1A). The
expression of EphA2, IL13Ra1, or IL13Ra2 on the surface of U87
cell line or THP-1 cell line was detected by quantitative PCR (Fig-
ure S1), which was consistent with the results reported by.4,7,16,24–27

Then, three types of Jurkat IL13 CAR-T cells carrying the NFAT-
driven luciferase reporter expressing the IL13 CAR, IL13 (2MS)
CAR carrying two amino acid mutations (E13K and R109K), or the
IL13 (4MS) CAR were co-cultured with IL13Ra1+a2+ U87 cells or
IL13Ra1+a2� THP-1 cells. The results indicated that the IL13 Jurkat
CAR-T cells showed no significant difference in luciferase activity in
either the IL13Ra1+a2+ U87 cell line or the IL13Ra1+a2� THP-1 cell
line (Figure 1B), which means that wild-type IL13 mainly recognizes
the IL13Ra1 that is abundantly expressed in normal cells. IL13 (2MS)
Jurkat CAR-T cells showed significantly higher luciferase activity
than the IL13 Jurkat CAR-T cells when incubated with IL13Ra1+a2+

U87 cells, but significantly lower luciferase activity than the IL13 Ju-
rkat CAR-T cells when incubated with IL13Ra1+a2� THP-1 cells
(Figure 1B), suggesting that IL13 (2MS) had improved binding
K562 target cells using a cell-based luciferase reporter system. Shown are repre-

sentative plots of three independent experiments performed in triplicate. Statistically

significant differences are indicated: *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01. IL13 (2MS) stands for

IL13 (E13K.R109K), while IL13 (4MS) stands for IL13 (E13K.R66D.S69D.R109K).
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activity to IL13Ra2 compared with wild-type IL13. As we had hy-
pothesized, the novel IL13 (4MS) lost its ability to bind to
IL13Ra1+ cells without any loss of its binding ability to IL13Ra2+ cells
based on the assay of luciferase activity in IL13 (2MS) Jurkat CAR-T
cells or IL13 (4MS) Jurkat CAR-T cells (Figure 1B). The above results
are from an independent experiment performed in triplicate; similar
results were obtained from two other independent experiments per-
formed in triplicate (Figures S2 and S3). In addition, to further test
the biological activity of the IL13 (4MS) CAR, IL13Ra1-and
IL13Ra2-engineered K562 cell lines were generated. Similar results
were obtained with these two target cell lines as those obtained with
the IL13Ra1+a2+ U87 cell line and the IL13R1a +a2� THP-1 cell
line (Figure 1C). The results above indicated that the IL13 (4MS)
CAR could be selectively activated by IL13Ra2.

Construction of a novel TanCAR targeting IL13 and EphA2 and

the assay of its activity in vitro

Unlike other solid tumors, glioblastoma is heterogeneous in nature
and is also notorious for antigen escape.28 A TanCAR-T cell strategy
is the most suitable for killing heterogeneous gliomas, as well as for
mitigating antigen escape in glioblastoma therapy.21,22 To selectively
kill gliomas and overcome antigen escape in glioblastoma CAR-T cell
therapy, a novel bispecific IL13 (4MS)-EphA2 scFv-TanCAR toward
both IL13Ra2 and EphA2 was constructed by tandem-inserting IL13
(4MS) and EphA2 scFv with a (GGGS)3 linker between them into a
third-generation CAR backbone (Figure 2A).

Then, to evaluate the functionality of the novel bispecific IL13 (4MS)-
EphA2 scFv-TanCAR toward IL13Ra2 and EphA2, IL13 (4MS)-
EphA2 scFv-TanCAR Jurkat T cells were obtained by infecting Jurkat
cells with lentivirus expressing the TanCAR. Then, the novel TanCAR
was assayed using a similar cell-based luciferase reporter system as
described above (Figure 2B). When IL13 (4MS)-EphA2 scFv-Tan-
CAR Jurkat T cells were co-cultured individually with EphA2+ and
IL13Ra2+ U87 cells, the IL13 (4MS)-EphA2 scFv-TanCAR Jurkat
T cells showed significantly higher luciferase activity with EphA2+

and IL13Ra2+ U87 cells than with non-transduced (NT) Jurkat
T cells (Figure 2C). This luciferase activity provided the initial evi-
dence that the novel bispecific IL13 (4MS)-EphA2 scFv-TanCAR
was functional with EphA2+ and IL13Ra2+ U87 cells. Then, we
compared the luciferase activity of the novel bispecific IL13 (4MS)-
EphA2 scFv Jurkat TanCAR-T cells with that of single IL13 (4MS) Ju-
rkat CAR-T cells or single EphA2 scFv Jurkat CAR-T cells by co-
culturing with EphA2+ or IL13Ra2+ U87 cells. The results indicated
that the novel bispecific IL13 (4MS)-EphA2 scFv Jurkat TanCAR-T
cells showed significantly higher luciferase activity than single IL13
(4MS) Jurkat CAR-T cells or single EphA2 scFv Jurkat CAR-T cells
(Figure 2D). In addition, we also tested whether the novel bispecific
IL13 (4MS)-EphA2 scFv-TanCAR could distinctly recognize either
IL13Ra2 or EphA2 alone, as well as both together upon simultaneous
encounter. For this purpose, the novel bispecific IL13 (4MS)-EphA2
scFv Jurkat TanCAR-T cells were co-cultured with EphA2-engi-
neered K562 target cells, IL13Ra2-engineered K562 target cells, or
EphA2-IL13Ra2-engineered K562 target cells. The results indicated
that the novel bispecific IL13 (4MS)-EphA2 scFv Jurkat TanCAR-T
cells showed significant luciferase activity with the EphA2-engineered
K562 target cells, the IL13Ra2-engineered K562 target cells, or the
EphA2-IL13Ra2-engineered K562 target cells compared with the
NT Jurkat control group. However, interestingly, the luciferase activ-
ity in the TanCAR co-cultured with the IL13Ra2-EphA2-engineered
K562 target cells group was significantly higher than that in the
groups of TanCAR co-cultured with IL13Ra2-engineered K562 target
cells or the EphA2-engineered K562 target cells (Figure 2E). This
finding indicated that the novel bispecific IL13 (4MS)-EphA2 scFv-
TanCAR could recognize each target alone or both together upon
simultaneously encountering both targets, suggesting that this novel
TanCAR could potentially offset antigen escape.

However, we found that the luciferase activity in the novel bispecific
IL13 (4MS)-EphA2 scFv Jurkat TanCAR-T cells was lower than that
in single IL13 (4MS) Jurkat CAR-T cells or single EphA2 scFv Jurkat
CAR-T cells when they are co-cultured with EphA2-engineered or
IL13Ra2- K562 target cells expressing a single target molecule (Fig-
ure 2E). The results indicated that the novel bispecific IL13 (4MS)-
EphA2 scFv-TanCAR has a reduced ability to recognize the individ-
ual targeted in comparison with that monospecific IL13 (4MS) Jurkat
CAR or single EphA2 scFv Jurkat CAR. The above results are from an
independent experiment performed in triplicate, and similar results
were obtained from two other independent experiments performed
in triplicate (Figures S4 and S5).

After preliminarily testing all types of CARs in Jurkat T cells, we char-
acterized both the novel IL13 (4MS) CAR and the novel bispecific
IL13 (4MS)-EphA2 scFv-TanCAR in human primary CD8+ T cells.
For this purpose, single IL13 CAR CD8+ T cells, IL13 (2MS) CAR
CD8+ T cells, IL13 (4MS) CAR CD8+ T cells, EphA2 scFv CAR
CD8+ T cells, and IL13 (4MS)-EphA2 scFv-TanCAR CD8+ T cells
were obtained by infecting CD3/CD28-activated human primary
CD8+ T cells with three types of lentivirus, separately. Two to
4 days after the third infection, flow cytometry using anti-Flag anti-
body was performed three times to quantify the expression of CAR
on the surface of human primary CD8+ T cells. The expression of
IL13 CAR was 89%, 91%, and 92%. The expression of IL13 (2MS)
CAR was 87%, 89%, and 91%. The expression of IL13 (4MS) CAR
was 92%, 93%, and 94%. The expression of EphA2 CAR was 87%,
89%, and 91%. The expression of TanCAR was 88%, 89%, and 91%.
The representative results of three experiments are shown in
(Figure 3A).

Then, the levels of interferon (IFN) g and IL2 were detected in culture
supernatants 24 h after co-culturing single IL13 CAR CD8+ T cells,
IL13 (2MS) CAR CD8+ T cells, IL13 (4MS) CAR CD8+ T cells, and
EphA2 scFv CAR CD8+ T cells, as well as IL13 (4MS)-EphA2 scFv-
TanCAR CD8+ T cells with EphA2+ and IL13Ra2+ U87 cells. Consis-
tent with the result of luciferase activity in the study, the level of cy-
tokines produced by IL13 (4MS) CAR CD8+ T cells was lower than
that by IL13 CAR CD8+ T cells or IL13 (2MS) CAR CD8+ T cells,
which further confirmed that the novel redirected CD8+ T cells
Molecular Therapy: Oncolytics Vol. 24 March 2022 731
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Figure 2. Functional characterization of the novel bispecific IL13 (4MS)-EphA2 scFv-TanCAR in Jurkat T cells

(A) Cartoon of the novel bispecific IL13 (4MS)-EphA2 scFv-TanCAR. To construct this novel TanCAR, IL13 (4MS) was inserted into a third-generation CAR backbone, then

EphA2 scFv was linked with IL13 (4MS) by a (GGGS)3 linker. (B) Illustration of a cell-based luciferase reporter system for analyzing the biological activity of the novel TanCAR.

(C) The biological activity assay of IL13 (4MS)-EphA2 scFv-TanCARwith U87 cells using a cell-based luciferase reporter system. (D) The biological activity assay of IL13 (4MS)

CAR, EphA2 scFv CAR or IL13 (4MS)-EphA2 scFv-TanCAR with U87 cells using a cell-based luciferase reporter system. (E) The biological activity assay of IL13 (4MS) CAR,

EphA2 scFv CAR, or IL13 (4MS)-EphA2 scFv-TanCAR with EphA2-engineered K562 target cells, IL13Ra2-engineered K562 target cells, or EphA2-IL13Ra2-engineered

K562 target cells individually using a cell-based luciferase reporter system. Shown are representative plots of at three independent experiments performed in triplicate.

Statistically significant differences are indicated: *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001. TanCAR stands for IL13 (4MS)-EphA2 scFv-TanCAR.
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IL13 (4MS) CAR lost its ability to bind to IL13Ra1+ cells without any
loss of its binding ability to IL13Ra2+ cells (Figures 3B and 3C).
Whereas the results indicated that IL13 (4MS)-EphA2 scFv-TanCAR
CD8+ T cells produced significantly higher levels of cytokines
compared with single IL13 (4MS) CAR CD8+ T cells or EphA2
scFv CAR CD8+ T cells (Figures 3D and 3E). These results suggested
that the novel IL13 (4MS) CAR-redirected CD8+ T cells could be
732 Molecular Therapy: Oncolytics Vol. 24 March 2022
selectively activated by IL13Ra2, whereas the novel bispecific IL13
(4MS)-EphA2 scFv-TanCAR-redirected CD8+ T cells could be
more efficiently activated than single IL13 (4MS) CAR- or EphA2
scFv CAR-redirected CD8+ T cells.

Next, to evaluate the cytotoxicity of the novel IL13 (4MS) CAR
against IL13Ra1+a2+ U87 cells and the IL13R1a +a2� THP-1 cells,



Figure 3. Functional characterization of the novel bispecific IL13 (4MS)-EphA2 scFv-TanCAR in human primary CD8+ T cells

(A) The detection of the CAR expression level on the surface of human primary CD8+ T cells by flow cytometric assay with anti-Flag antibody. (B) The detection of IL2 levels in

the supernatants from different groups of CD8+ CAR-T cells co-cultured with U87 cells or THP-1 cells. (C) The detection of IFNg levels in the supernatants from different

groups of CD8+ CAR-T cells co-cultured with U87 cells or THP-1 cells. (D) The detection of IL2 levels in the supernatants from different groups of CD8+ CAR-T cells co-

cultured with U87 cells. (E) The detection of IFNg levels in the supernatants from different groups of CD8+ CAR-T cells co-cultured with U87 cells. (F) The measurement of the

cytotoxic activity of different groups of CD8+ CAR-T cells for U87 cells by LDH level assay. (G and H) The measurement of the cytotoxic activity of different groups of CD8+

CAR-T cells for THP-1 cells by LDH level assay (H) Themeasurement of the cytotoxic activity of different groups of CD8+ CAR-T cells for U87 cells by LDH level assay. Shown

are representative plots of three experiments performed in triplicate. Statistically significant differences are indicated: *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01. TanCAR stands for IL13 (4MS)-

EphA2 scFv-TanCAR.
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we co-cultured IL13 CAR CD8+ T cells, IL13 (2MS) CAR CD8+

T cells, and IL13 (4MS) CAR CD8+ T cells with the IL13Ra1+a2+

U87 cells or the IL13R1a +a2� THP-1 cells at effector to target
(E:T) ratios of 20:1, 15:1 10:1, 5:1, 4:1, 3; 1, 2:1, and 1:1, respectively.
Similarly, to evaluate the cytotoxicity of the novel TanCAR against
EphA2+ and IL13Ra2+ U87 glioma cells, we co-cultured single IL13
(4MS) CAR CD8+ T cells and EphA2 scFv CAR CD8+ T cells, as
well as IL13 (4MS)-EphA2 scFv-TanCAR CD8+ T cells with
EphA2+ and IL13Ra2+ U87 cells at E:T ratios of 20:1,15:1, 10:1, 5:1,
4; 1, 3:1, 2:1, and 1:1, respectively. Then, 24 h later, we assessed lactate
dehydrogenase (LDH) secretion levels in the culture supernatants.
The results indicated that IL13 (4MS) CAR CD8+ T cells exhibited
significant cytotoxicity against IL13Ra2+ cells, but did not exhibit
any significant cytotoxicity against IL13Ra1+ cells (Figures 3F and
Molecular Therapy: Oncolytics Vol. 24 March 2022 733
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3G). Whereas, IL13 (4MS)-EphA2 scFv-TanCAR CD8+ T cells ex-
hibited significantly higher cytotoxicity against target cells than single
IL13 (4MS) CARCD8+ or EphA2 scFv CARCD8+ T cells (Figure 3H).
The above results are from an independent experiment performed in
triplicate; similar results were obtained from two other independent
experiments performed in triplicate (Figures S6 and S7).

Assay of the antitumor activity of the TanCAR targeting IL13 and

EphA2 in established glioblastoma xenografts

Having determined the antitumor activity of IL13 (4MS)-EphA2
scFv-TanCAR CD8+ T cells in vitro, the principle of the novel Tan-
CAR was further demonstrated in vivo using subcutaneous glioblas-
toma xenografts. The results of bioluminescence imaging and of
measuring tumor volume every three days demonstrated that all three
types of CAR-T cells could suppress established tumor growth (Fig-
ures 4A and 4B); however, the novel bispecific IL13 (4MS)-EphA2
scFv-TanCAR CD8+ T cells were the best at inhibiting tumor growth
(Figures 4A and 4B).

Representative photographs of the resected tumors were taken, and
each resected tumor was weighed. These data supported the notion
that the novel bispecific IL13 (4MS)-EphA2 scFv-TanCAR CD8+

T cells had the most potent killing activity against tumor cells among
the three types of CAR-T cells (Figures 4C and 4D).

For immunohistochemical staining, we used mouse anti-Ki67 anti-
body to indicate the proliferated cells including tumor cells and
some T cells, whereas, the stained cells by anti-human CD3 antibody
specifically indicate the human CD3+ T cells. The staining results of
anti-Ki67 antibody and anti-human CD3 antibody showed that tu-
mor tissue samples from mice treated with the novel bispecific IL13
(4MS)-EphA2 scFv-TanCAR CD8+ T cells had low tumor cell prolif-
eration and robust accumulation of human CD3+ T cells compared to
tumor tissue samples from mice treated with single IL13 (4MS) CAR
CD8+ T cells or EphA2 scFv CAR CD8+ T cells (Figure 5). These find-
ings strongly suggested that TanCAR-based recognition can better
induce T cell homing to tumor sites and can exert antitumor function.
Collectively, these results demonstrated that the novel TanCAR-re-
directed T cells killed gliomas with high efficiency and selectivity,
and with the potential for mitigating antigen escape and reducing
off-target cytotoxicity.

DISCUSSION
Here, we described the generation of a novel IL13 (4MS) with
improved selectivity for IL13Ra2 and diminished recognition of
IL13Ra1, as well as its characterization in a third-generation CAR.
Then, we developed a novel bispecific IL13 (4MS)-EphA2 scFv-Tan-
CAR that could more selectively kill heterogeneous gliomas and
potentially overcome the antigen escape from CAR-T cell therapy
in glioblastoma.

Increased expression of IL13Ra2 promotes tumor progression in glio-
blastoma and other tumors.9 In addition, IL13Ra2 not only inhibits
the normal apoptosis mechanism induced by shared IL13Ra1/
734 Molecular Therapy: Oncolytics Vol. 24 March 2022
IL4Ra through STAT6, but also induces the upregulation of STAT3
and B-cell lymphoma 2 in glioma cells.29 Therefore, targeting
IL13Ra2-expressing cells would not only decrease the tumor burden,
but also alter the tumor microenvironment. IL13Ra2-targeted CAR-
T cells have shown selective killing in vitro and regression of xenograft
glioma tumors in animal models.27 Based on this success, several hu-
man clinical trials were also initiated with IL13Ra2 targeted-CAR-T
cells. Subsequent tumor regression was observed in all clinical trials
without observing any adverse event. However, a few patients were
diagnosed with new metastases at different sites.30–32 EphA2-specific
CAR-T cells could recognize EphA2-positive glioma cells and were
potent for preventing neurosphere formation and destroying intact
neurospheres in co-culture assays. Additionally, adoptive transfer of
EphA2-specific CAR-T cells resulted in the regression of glioma xe-
nografts in a mouse model.7 To date, no human clinical trial has
been reported with EphA2-specific CAR-T cells; however, EphA2-
specific CAR-T cells in patient are expected to be safe because
EphA2 is expressed only in malignant cells, and not in normal cells.19

So far, two types of CARs targeting IL13Ra2 have been designed. One
is an IL13Ra2 scFv CAR targeting IL13Ra2 by IL13Ra2 scFv
(scFv47), and the other is an IL13 CAR targeting IL13Ra2 by its
IL13. The IL13 CAR has some advantages over the IL13Ra2 scFv
CAR because of the immunogenicity of the scFv and the competing
binding of physically existing IL13 to IL13Ra2.33 The scFv47 works
well only with a short spacer region; therefore, its arrangement in a
CAR, and especially in a TanCAR, is contestable.24 Moreover, two
scFvs are not appropriate for a TanCAR, because they can aggregate
with one another: such a TanCAR can lead to CD3z domain phos-
phorylation, tonic T cell activation, and T cell exhaustion.34 Thus,
an IL13 CAR targeting IL13Ra2 by its IL13 is preferable to an
IL13Ra2 scFv CAR targeting IL13Ra2 by an IL13Ra2 scFv.

IL13 has two receptors: IL13Ra2 and IL13Ra1. Although the strong
binding affinity of IL13 to IL13Ra2 in glioma cells is higher than
that of ubiquitously expressed IL13Ra1, IL13 can also bind to the
physiologically abundant IL13Ra1/IL4Ra complex present on the
surface of normal cells.11,12 Previous studies have demonstrated
that E13K and R109K substitutions together in IL13 could further
improve the selectivity for the recognition of IL13Ra2.4 However,
studies have also shown that IL13 with substitutions at E13K and
R109K retained its ability to recognize IL13Ra1.4,16 In addition,
the C-helix of IL13 is also involved in interactions with the shared
IL13Ra1/IL4Ra receptor, and substitutions at R66D and S69D in
the C-helix also increase the ability of IL13 to interact with
IL13Ra2 and decrease its ability to interact with shared IL13Ra1/
IL4Ra.17 Using this information, in this study, we created for the
first time a novel IL13 (4MS) by putting R66D and S69D mutations
together with E13K and R109K mutations in IL13 to further
improve its selectivity for IL13Ra2 by diminishing IL13Ra1 recog-
nition. However, mutations R66D and S69D targeting the C-helix
residues can lead to a remarkable decrease in mutant IL13 activity.17

But interestingly, the IL13 (4MS) CAR with four mutations of E13K,
R66D, S69D, and R109K in wild-type IL13 could be activated by



Figure 4. Analysis of the antitumor activity of IL13 (4MS)-EphA2 scFv-TanCAR CD8+ T cells in a glioblastoma animal model

(A) The detection of tumor progression by bioluminescence imaging. (B) The growth curve of tumors from the different groups treated with CAR-T cells. The tumor volume

data are represented as mean ± standard deviation (mm3). (C) Photographs of tumors from different groups treated with CAR-T cells. On day 28 after tumor inoculation,

tumors were resected immediately after euthanasia, and photographs of three samples from each group are shown. (D) Quantification of tumors from different groups treated

with CAR-T cells by tumor weight. The tumor weight data are represented as mean ± standard deviation (mg). Statistically significant differences are indicated: **p < 0.01.

TanCAR stands for IL13 (4MS)-EphA2 scFv-TanCAR.
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IL13Ra2, but not by IL13Ra1, which, therefore, could markedly
decrease its side effects owing to the abundant expression of
IL13Ra1 in normal cells.
Conventional CAR-T cell therapy might be less effective for glioblas-
toma because this cancer shows substantial intercellular heterogeneity
in the surface expression of glioma antigens and is also notorious for
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Figure 5. Analysis of the tumor cell proliferation and homing abilities of CAR-T cells by H&E and immunohistochemical staining of tumor tissue samples

The immunohistochemical staining of tumor samples with anti-Ki67 and anti-human CD3 indicates the distribution of tumor cells and the human CD3+ T cells, respectively.

TanCAR stands for IL13 (4MS)-EphA2 scFv-TanCAR.
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antigen escape.8,28 Together, these major challenges negatively impact
CAR-T cell therapy for glioblastoma. A successful strategy for over-
coming antigen escape in glioblastoma and in other cancers is the
use of a TanCAR. Grada et al21 reported for the first time a single-
chain bispecific CAR targeting CD19 and HER2. This TanCAR effi-
ciently triggered T cell activation in response to CD19 or HER2.
CD19 has proved itself an ideal target owing to the expression of
CD19 in almost all B cell malignancies.35 CD19 CAR-T cell therapy
has been considered a promising treatment for B cell malignancies.3

However, relapse after CAR T cell therapy remains a challenge owing
to CD19 antigen escape. Results of the both preclinical and clinical tri-
als of TanCAR targeting CD19 and CD20 may overcome the limita-
tion of CD19-negative relapse.36–40 In addition, TanCAR targeting
CD19 and CD20 has demonstrated potent clinical efficacy and low
toxicity both in vivo and in vitro.41 TanCAR targeting IL13Ra2 and
HER2 has been tested in preclinical model to overcome tumor antigen
heterogeneity and antigen escape in glioblastoma therapy.22 TanCAR
targeting CD70 and B7-H3 has demonstrated a potent preclinical ac-
tivity against multiple solid tumors and melanoma.42 Therefore, in
this study, we developed for the first time a novel bispecific IL13
(4MS)-EphA2 scFv-TanCAR by tandemly arranging novel IL13
(4MS) and EphA2 scFv toward both IL13Ra2 and EphA2 molecules.
We chose IL13 (4MS) for our novel TanCAR because in the first part
of this study, we showed that IL13 (4MS) CAR with four mutations
(4MS) in wild-type IL13 could be activated by IL13Ra2, but not by
IL13Ra1, and we also showed that the CAR was more effective
736 Molecular Therapy: Oncolytics Vol. 24 March 2022
than the IL13 CAR in vitro. EphA2 scFv was chosen as a second an-
tigen recognition domain for our novel TanCAR because EphA2 is
overexpressed in glioma, where it promotes its malignant phenotype.
EphA2 is not associated with the development of antigen loss like
EGFRvIII.7 In addition, EphA2 scFv CAR-T cells can prevent the for-
mation of neurospheres.7 Another study has also demonstrated that a
bivalent combination of EphA2 and IL13Ra2 had superior antitumor
effects against glioblastoma than any other bivalent combination.22

The primary purpose of a TanCAR for glioblastoma is killing the het-
erogeneous gliomas and mitigating antigen escape in glioblastoma
therapy.22 We found that the novel bispecific IL13 (4MS)-EphA2
scFv-TanCAR was able to recognize IL13Ra2 and EphA2 distinctly
and effectively and has superior sustained activity when both targets
are encountered. Thus, the novel bispecific IL13 (4MS)-EphA2 scFv-
TanCAR can kill heterogeneous glioblastoma more selectively with
fewer chances of antigen escape.

The persistence of CAR T cells at the tumor site after infusion is also a
challenge, but one being improved by using different approaches.3 In
this study, we found that the accumulation of the novel bispecific
IL13 (4MS)-EphA2 scFv-TanCAR-redirected T cells at the tumor site
was higher than that of the single IL13 (4MS)-CAR- or EphA2 scFv
CAR-redirected T cells. This increased accumulation might be due to
an improved persistence rate of the TanCAR.43 Thus, TanCAR-based
recognition can enhance the persistence ofCARTcells at the tumor site.
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Our data align with the results of Hegde et al,22 who for the first
time showed that novel TanCAR-T cells performed significantly
better in terms of antitumor activity than their single-specificity
CAR counterparts in glioblastoma therapy. However, a central
concern for CAR-T cell therapy is the specificity of the target anti-
gen for tumorous versus normal expression of the antigen on vital
organs like the heart, liver, and lungs. Nonspecific CAR-T cell ther-
apy can kill normal cells by off-target recognition. The potency and
accompanying hazard potential of CAR-T cell therapy were clearly
shown by the toxic death of the first patient treated with CAR-T
cells against HER2: the death was caused by the off-target recogni-
tion of HER2 in vital organs, including the lung, bowel, and
heart.23,44 In addition, off-target recognition also increases the chan-
ces of several toxicities, including cytokine release syndrome23—the
most common adverse event, which can range from mild to life
threatening.45,46 Moreover, a nonspecific TanCAR can increase the
risk of killing normal cells and can increase toxicities owing to
off-target recognition of both targets, making it unsuitable for clin-
ical application. Our novel IL13 (4MS)-EphA2 scFv-TanCAR-redir-
ected T cells showed highly selectivity for IL13Ra2 and EphA2, thus
greatly reducing off-target toxicity and making it very suitable for
glioblastoma treatment.

Hematological malignancies have been treated successfully by CAR-T
cell therapy. However, CAR-T cell therapy for solid tumors, especially
for glioblastoma, remains a serious challenge in the field owing to
physical barriers and an immune-suppressive tumor microenviron-
ment. We constructed a novel TanCAR that has better antitumor ac-
tivity than its single-specificity CAR counterparts. In addition, the
novel bispecific IL13 (4MS)-EphA2 scFv-TanCAR has the potential
to reduce cytotoxicity caused by off-target effects, as well as the poten-
tial to mitigate tumor antigen escape. This work offers a new CAR-T
cell therapeutic strategy for successfully treating patients with
glioblastoma.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell lines and cell culture

U87, a human glioma cell line; HEK293T, a human embryonic kidney
cell line; K562, a human erythroleukemic cell line; THP-1, a human
myeloid leukemia mononuclear cell line; and Jurkat, a human T cell
lymphoblast-like cell line, were purchased from American Type Cul-
ture Collection. U87 and HEK293T cell lines were grown in Dulbec-
co’s modified eagle medium (Gibco, Carlsbad, CA) with 10% heat-in-
activated fetal calf serum (FCS) and 2 mM GlutaMAX-I at 37�C in a
5% CO2 humidified incubator. The THP-1, K562, and Jurkat T cell
lines were grown in RPMI-1640 medium (Gibco, Carlsbad, CA,
USA) with 10% FCS containing 2 mmol/LGlutaMAX-I at 37�C in a
5% CO2 humidified incubator. In addition, U87 cells stably express-
ing enhanced green fluorescent protein and firefly luciferase
(U87.eGFP.FFLuc) were generated by lentiviral transduction. Simi-
larly, the K562 target cell line was also engineered individually to sta-
bly express IL13Ra1, IL13Ra2, and EphA2 molecules or both
IL13Ra2 and EphA2 molecules together on the surface of K562 target
cells.
Creation of a novel IL13

A human IL13 gene encoding the mature peptide was amplified by
PCR using the paired primers, then the PCR products were purified
and ligated with pGEMT-T easy vector (Promega, Madison, WI).
The positive clone was confirmed by sequencing and called
pGEMT-hIL13-mature. To obtain the mutated forms of mature
IL13 fromwild-type IL13, mutagenic primers fromTsingke Biological
Technology (Xi’an, Shaanxi, China) were synthesized and named.
The E13K mutation of mature IL13 was obtained using the E13K
primer pair based on the wild-type IL13 template. Then, the
E13K.R109K mutation of mature IL13 was obtained using the
R109K primer pair based on the IL13 (E13K) template. The obtained
IL13 with two amino acid mutations was named IL13 (2MS). Using a
similar strategy, the IL13 (E13K.R66D.S69D.R109K) named IL13
(4MS) was obtained using the R66D and S69D primer pairs. The se-
quences of IL13 (2MS) and IL13 (4MS) were confirmed by Tsingke
Biological Technology. All primer pairs are shown in Table S1.
Generation of CAR constructs

A third-generation CAR backbone was synthesized by Tsingke Bio-
logical Technology; the backbone contained a human CD8a leader
sequence and a FLAG tag for detecting CAR expression, followed
by CD28 transmembrane and costimulatory domains derived from
CD28, CD134, and CD3z.47–50 The three types of IL13—IL13, IL13
(2MS), and IL13 (4MS)—were inserted into the third-generation
CAR backbone and were named IL13 CAR, IL13 (2MS) CAR, and
IL13 (4MS) CAR, respectively. All three CAR cassettes were cloned
into a lentiviral backbone, and the resultant plasmids were named
pLenti-IL13 CAR, pLenti-IL13 (2MS) CAR, and pLenti-IL13 (4MS)
CAR, respectively.

For the EphA2-specific CAR, EphA2 scFv was derived from EphA2
monoclonal antibody (mAb) 4H5, a humanized version of the
EphA2 mAb EA2.51,52 The EphA2-specific scFv coding sequence
was synthesized by Tsingke Biological Technology and was inserted
into a third-generation CAR backbone, named EphA2 scFv CAR,
and the final cassette was cloned into a lentiviral backbone and named
pLenti-EphA2 CAR.

To construct the novel TanCAR, IL13 (4MS) was inserted separately
into a third-generation CAR backbone, then EphA2 scFv was linked
with it by a (GGGS)3 linker; this was named IL13 (4MS)-EphA2
scFV-TanCAR. Finally, the cassette of the IL13 (4MS)-EphA2 scFv-
TanCAR was cloned into a lentiviral backbone. The resultant plasmid
was named pLenti-IL13 (4MS)-EphA2 scFv-TanCAR.
Lentivirus production

Lentiviruses carrying the IL13 CAR, the IL13 (2MS) CAR, the IL13
(4MS) CAR, and theEphA2 scFv CAR or the novel bispecific IL13
(4MS)-EphA2 scFv-TanCAR were produced in HEK293T cells using
transfection package cells with a three-plasmid system, according to a
previously described protocol.53
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Lentiviral transduction of Jurkat T cells for assaying the

biological activity of the CAR based on a luciferase reporter

system

A luciferase reporter gene with an upstream sequence of NFATs in
Jurkat T cells can be used to assay T cell activation. The NFAT motif
sequence was inserted into the pGL3-miniCMV luciferase vector
(Promega). Then, the pGL3-8xNFAT-miniCMV-Luciferase cassette
was inserted into EF1a-neomycin containing lentiviral vector, and
the resultant plasmid was named pLenti-8xNFAT-miniCMV-Lucif-
erase-EF1a-neomycin. High-titer lentiviral vectors were produced
and concentrated according to previously described methods for
the transduction of each CAR gene with a luciferase reporter gene
in Jurkat T cells.53 Jurkat T cells carrying an NFAT-luciferase reporter
gene were plated in a 24-well plate at a density of 0.5 � 105 cells per
well approximately 24 h before viral infection in RPMI-1640 medium
supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (FBS),
and the plate was incubated at 37�C in a 5% CO2 humidified incu-
bator. After 24 h of incubation, the cells were infected with lentivirus
carrying the IL13 CAR, the IL13 (2MS) CAR, the IL13 (4MS) CAR,
and the EphA2 scFv CAR or the novel bispecific IL13 (4MS)-
EphA2 scFv-TanCAR, individually, at a multiplicity of infection
(MOI) of 1. All transduced and NT NFAT motif-luciferase Jurkat
T cells were co-cultured with U87 or engineered K562 target cells
at a 1 � 105:1 � 105 E:T ratio in the 24-well plate. After 24 h of incu-
bation, the cells were collected for luciferase activity assay using a
Varioskan Flash multitechnology microplate reader (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA).

Isolation and lentiviral transduction of human T cells

To generate CAR-T cells, peripheral blood samples were collected
from healthy donors in accordance with protocols approved by the
Institutional Review Board of Shaanxi Normal University. Peripheral
blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were isolated by Ficoll density
gradient centrifugation. Primary human CD8+ T cells were isolated
from human PBMCs using a CD8+ T cell Isolation Kit, an LS Column,
and a MidiMACS Separator according to the manufacturer’s recom-
mendations (Miltenyi Biotec, Meckenheim, North Rhine-Westphalia,
Germany) and were activated with soluble anti-CD3 (2 mg/mL), sol-
uble anti-CD28 (1 mg/mL), and IL2, all from Sino Biological (Chester-
brook, PA). The activated primary human CD8+ T cells were infected
with lentivirus carrying the IL13 CAR, the IL13 (2MS) CAR, the IL13
(4MS) CAR, and the EphA2 scFv CAR, or the novel bispecific IL13
(4MS)-EphA2 scFv-TanCAR, separately, at an MOI of 5 in the pres-
ence of 8 mg/mL polybrene (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA).
Then, the cells were spinoculated at 800 � g for 1.5 h at 32�C, and
the plate was incubated at 37�C in a 5% CO2 humidified incubator.
The culture media were replaced with fresh RPMI-1640 supple-
mented with 10% heat-inactivated FBS and IL2 (100 U/mL) 12 h after
transduction. The second and third infections were conducted 5 and
10 days later, respectively. For expansion, both transduced and NT
human primary CD8+ T cells were reactivated with anti-CD3
(2 mg/mL), soluble anti-CD28 (1 mg/mL), and IL2 (100 U/mL) every
three days. Both transduced and NT human primary CD8+ T cells
were expanded in vitro safely for 14 days.
738 Molecular Therapy: Oncolytics Vol. 24 March 2022
Quantitative PCR

To quantify the IL13Ra1, IL13Ra2, and EphA2 messenger RNA
(mRNA) levels, total mRNA from the Jurkat T, U87, THP-1 cell lines
was isolated by RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). The
cDNA was then prepared via an Omniscript RT Kit (Qiagen). Real-
time PCR analysis was performed using SYBR Green (Qiagen) with
specific primer pairs for IL13Ra1 and IL13Ra2. The primers are
shown in Table S2. The comparative Ct values of the genes of interest
were normalized to the Ct value of b-actin (internal PCR control).
The fold-difference in IL13Ra1 and IL13Ra2 mRNA levels compared
to the U87 calibrator line was determined using the Livak method.54

Flow cytometry

Flow cytometry analysis was performed to confirm the expression of
the single IL13 CAR, the IL13 (2MS) CAR, the IL13 (4MS) CAR, the
EphA2 scFv CAR, or the novel bispecific IL13 (4MS)-EphA2 scFv-
TanCAR on human primary CD8+ T cells by using mouse anti-flag
mAb (Sigma-Aldrich), followed by DyLight-conjugated goat anti-
mouse IgG antibody (Jackson ImmunoResearch, West Grove, PA),
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Immunofluorescence
was measured using a flow cytometer (Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA)
and analyzed with CytExpert software according to the manufac-
turer’s instructions.

Cytotoxicity assays

To compare the cytotoxicity of the novel IL13 (4MS) CAR CD8+

T cells with IL13 CAR CD8+ T cells and IL13 (2MS) CAR CD8+

T cells, IL13 CAR CD8+ T cells, IL13 (2MS) CAR CD8+ T cells,
IL13 (4MS) CAR CD8+ T cells, and NTCD8+ T cells were co-cultured
individually with EphA2+ and IL13Ra2+ U87 cells or the IL13Ra1+-

a2� THP-1 cell at E:T ratios of 20:1, 15:1, 10:1, 5:1, 4:1, 3:1, 2:1,
and 1:1, respectively. To compare the cytotoxicity of the novel bispe-
cific IL13 (4MS)-EphA2 scFv-TanCAR CD8+ T cells with that of the
single IL13 (4MS) CAR CD8+ T cells and the EphA2 scFv CAR CD8+

T cells, single IL13 (4MS) CAR CD8+ T cells, EphA2 scFv CAR CD8+

T cells, novel bispecific IL13 (4MS)-EphA2 scFv-TanCAR CD8+

T cells, and NT CD8+ T cells were co-cultured individually with
EphA2+ and IL13Ra2+ U87 cells at E:T ratios of 20:1, 15:1, 10:1,
5:1, 4:1, 3:1, 2:1, and 1:1, respectively. Then, culture supernatants
were harvested 24 h later and used to assay the level of LDH using
an LDH cytotoxicity kit (Cayman Chemical, Ann Arbor, MI) accord-
ing to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Cytokine release assays

To compare the cytokine secretion function of the novel IL13 (4MS)
CAR with IL13 CAR and IL13 (2MS) CAR in human primary CD8+

T cells novel IL13 (4MS) CAR CD8+ T cells with IL13 CAR CD8+

T cells and IL13 (2MS) CAR CD8+ T cells, IL13 CAR CD8+ T cells,
IL13 (2MS) CAR CD8+ T cells, IL13 (4MS) CAR CD8+ T cells, and
NT CD8+ T cells were co-cultured individually with EphA2+ and
IL13Ra2+ U87 cells or the IL13Ra1+a2� THP-1 cell at an E:T ratio
of 1 � 105:1 � 105 from triplicate wells and were incubated at 37�C
in a 5% CO2 humidified incubator for 24 h. To compare the
cytokine secretion function of the novel bispecific IL13 (4MS)-EphA2
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scFv-TanCAR with that of the single IL13 (4MS) CAR and the EphA2
scFv CAR in human primary CD8+ T cells, single IL13 (4MS) CAR
CD8+ T cells, EphA2 scFv CAR CD8+ T cells, novel bispecific IL13
(4MS)-EphA2 scFv-TanCAR CD8+ T cells, and NT CD8+ T cells
were separately co-cultured with EphA2+ and IL13Ra2+ U87 cells
at an E:T ratio of 1� 105:1� 105 from triplicate wells and were incu-
bated at 37�C in a 5% CO2 humidified incubator for 24 h. Culture su-
pernatants were harvested, and the production of IFN g and IL2 was
determined by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay kits (NeoBio-
science, Shenzhen, Guangdong, China) according to the manufac-
turer’s instructions.

Experiments in a xenograft nude mouse model

All animal studies were carried out under the standard protocol
approved by Shaanxi Normal University’s Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee. Six- to 8-week-old male athymic nude
mice were purchased from Hunan SJA Laboratory Animal Co.
(Xi’an, China) and were bred and maintained in-house under path-
ogen-free conditions. A total of 1 � 106 U87.eGFP.FFLuc cells were
subcutaneously injected into the dorsal flank of each athymic nude
mouse. After 5 days of expansion, when the tumor size had reached
approximately 30–50 mm3, the mice were randomly assigned to
five experimental groups. Group one mice (n = 5; the untreated
group) were intratumorally injected with 100 mL of PBS. Group two
mice (n = 5) were injected with 2 � 106 NT CD8+ T cells. Mice in
groups three, four, and five (n = 5 per group) were injected with
2 � 106 single IL13 (4MS) CAR CD8+ T cells, EphA2 scFv CAR
CD8+ T cells, and novel bispecific IL13 (4MS)-EphA2 scFv-TanCAR
CD8+ T cells, respectively. The second injection was conducted 5 days
later.

Bioluminescence imaging

Tumor progression or regression was monitored by bioluminescence
imaging every week until the mice were euthanized. Isoflurane-anes-
thetized animals were imaged using the IVIS system (Xenogen IVIS
Spectrum, PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA) 5–10 min after intraperito-
neal injection with 150 mg/kg D-luciferin per mouse. The photons
emitted from the luciferase-expressing tumor cells were quantified us-
ing Living Image software (Caliper Life Sciences, Hopkinton, MA). A
pseudo-color image representing light intensity (with blue indicating
least intense and red indicating most intense) was generated and
superimposed over the grayscale reference image.

Tumor volume measurement

Tumor dimensions were measured every three days with electronic
caliper, and tumor volumes were calculated using the following for-
mula: V = 1/2 � (length � width2), where the length was the greatest
longitudinal diameter and width was the greatest transverse diameter.

Euthanasia of mice

On day 32 after tumor inoculation, mice were euthanized by CO2

inhalation. Tumors were resected immediately after euthanasia. The
weight of the resected tumors was measured, and representative pho-
tographs of each group were taken.
Histological and immunohistochemical examinations

The tumor tissue samples, which had been resected from the eutha-
nized mice, were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde overnight. The tissues
were embedded in paraffin, and paraffin blocks were sectioned using a
microtome. The adjacent sections of tumor tissue of each group were
chosen for hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) and immunohistochemical
staining. Sections of tissue were transferred sequentially on the slide,
and the slides were dried at 60�C for 20 min. Then, the dried slides
were subjected H&E and immunohistochemical staining using stan-
dard procedures. For immunohistochemical staining, primary mouse
anti-Ki67 mAb (Thermo Fisher Scientific) followed by secondary bio-
tinylated goat anti-mouse antibody (Vector Laboratories, Burlin-
game, CA) was used to measure tumor cell proliferation, according
to the manufacturer’s protocol. Primary rabbit anti-human CD3 anti-
body (Proteintech, Wuhan, Hubei, China) followed by secondary bio-
tinylated goat anti-mouse antibody (Vector Laboratories) were used
to show the accumulation of CAR-T cells in the tumor xenograft, ac-
cording to the manufacturer’s protocol.

Statistical analysis

GraphPad Prism version 6.00 for Window (GraphPad Software, San
Diego, CA) was used for the statistical analysis. Data are presented as
mean ± standard deviation. The differences between means were
tested by using one-way ANOVA or t test. A p value of less than
0.05 was considered statistically significant.
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